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Graduate Manual Under Policies
Students: To avoid being logged out of Blackboard during a test be sure to log out and log back in immediately before entering your test.

Yours will be personalized

Learn more about the Blackboard Academic Suite through short clips that demonstrate the key features and functionality. To obtain a listing of all of the quick tutorials available for download, visit the Quick Tutorials Catalog.

For more information about SOOT Surveys, visit the SOOT Survey Help Center.
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Courses: Quick View

Courses you are teaching:
- DNP Capstone Experience II-FALL12 (unavailable)
- DNP Capstone Experience III-FALL13 (unavailable)
- DNP Capstone Experience II-FALL14
- DNP Capstone Experience III-SPG14 (unavailable)
- DNP Capstone Experience III-SPG14 (unavailable)
- DNP Practicum Experience-FALL12 (unavailable)
- DNP Practicum Experience-FALL13 (unavailable)

Yours will be personalized

Courses where you are: Instructor
- Forensic Pediatrics-FALL14
- Forensic Health of Victims-FALL14
- Forensic Health Essentials-SUM14
- Psych Mental Health NP Role-I-SPG14
- Forensic Health of Offenders-SPG14 (not currently available)
- Forensic Health Essentials-SPG14 (not currently available)
- DNP Capstone Experience III-SPG14 (not currently available)
- Forensic Pediatrics-FALL13 (not currently available)
- Forensic Health of Victims-FALL13 (not currently available)
- Forensic Health of Victims-FALL12 (not currently available)
- Forensic Health of Offenders-SPG13 (not currently available)
- Forensic Health of Victims-FALL13 (not currently available)
- Forensic Health Essentials-SUM13 (not currently available)
- Forensic Pediatrics-WIN13 (not currently available)
- Psych Mental Health NP Role I-SPG13 (not currently available)
- Psychopharmacology-FALL12 (not currently available)
- Psych mental health NP III-SPG13 (not currently available)
- Psych mental health NP III-SUM13 (not currently available)
- Rural Health Nursing I-FALL13 (not currently available)
- Rural Health Nursing I-FALL13 (not currently available)
- DNP Practicum Experience-FALL13 (not currently available)
- DNP Capstone Experience II-FALL13 (not currently available)
- Forensic Health Essentials-SPG14 (not currently available)
SERIOUSLY COOL COURSE!
BINGHAMTON MOBILE AP: Bmobi

www.binghamton.edu/mobi
TECHNOLOGY HELL!